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SYNOPSIS Hydrodynamic, tilting pad thrust bearings are used in many industrial applications.
In every caaa energy ia absorbed by the bearing and dissipated in the form of heat. The
purpose of this paper is to explore the energy consumption of thrust bearings for high speed
applications under different operating conditions. It is demonstrated that a reduction in
the rate at which oil is supplied can lead to significant lowering of the energy loss
incurred by the bearing at no risk to its safety. Comparative experiments are reported
involving offset pivot thrust pads, subject to forward and reverse rotation of the thrust
collar and centre pivot thrust pads. It is found that these changes in thrust pad pivot
position do not affect the energy consumed by the bearing,
1.

INTRODUCTION

Oil lubricated hydrodynamic th.rust !)earing■
rely on a plentiful supply of lubricant being
drawn into a convergent apace th
· us generating a
load carrying film. In many cases the supply
of lubricant is guaranteed by arranging for the
working faces of the bearing to be immersed in
oil. This arrangement, often referred to as
"flooded" lubrication, whilst vary satisfactory
for lower speeds, is much lass suitable for
high speed use since it leads to ptohibitively
large amount• of energy being abaorbad by the
bearings. Energy consumption derives from two
sources; naceasary frictional loases caused by
shearing in the lubricating film and parasitic
losses due to churning of the rim of the thrust
collar in the surrounding oil. The affect of
churning is not significant at low speeds, but
at higher speeds typically above 40 m/s ·at the
mean pitch diameter of the bearing, the
asaociated energy losses increase rapidly to
equal or even exceed frictional lossea.
Two fundamental approaches hava been
devised to overcome the problem of parasitic
losses and enable high speed bearings to
operate successfully with acceptable power loss
figures. The first method, referred to in this
paper as 'shrouded' lubrication, requires that
the thrust collar rim be surrounded by a shroud
or baffles. The presence of a restriction at
the collar rim substantially reduces the amount
of possible churning. The second basic
approach, known ais 'low loss• or •directed'
lubrication, is a very simple one in which the
rim of the collar runs free of oil and churning
losaea are virtually eliminated.
There have been a number of published
reports in which the two design philosophies
are described (l, 2, 3; 4, 5) • E.nergy consumption
in a bearing is manifested principally by the
temperature rise between supply and drain of
the oil which passes through the system. The
ability of energy efficient design to limit
this increase when compared with conventional,

flooded lubrication has been well eatablish �d
by previous investigations.
The main conclusion of a recently
publiehad report (6) on a direct comparison
between the two design philosophies was that
the low loss approach was the more energy
efficient by about 25 per cent when oparat�ng
conditions were the saJDa for both
configurations. Because the principle of the
low loss bearing is a very simple �ne, it waa
auggestad in the same report that bearings of
this aort a.re the most cost-affective
arrangement currently available for high speed,
energy effic,iant thrust bearings.
This paper report• the results of some
further experiments with an example low loss
bearing which have bHn carried out to
�etermine the b�naficial effects in energy
terms of changing its operat�ng conditions. In
particular the bearing was operated with
substantially reduced o.il flow !lnd with offset
pivot and with centre pivot thrust pads.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experiment• were carried out using a double
thrust bearing selected from the middl.a of a_
standard range. Each thrust face comprised
eight tilting thrust pads supported by a ring
of load equalising segments of conventional
design. Basic dimensional information about
the bearing is giv.en by Table l. The bearing
was assembled in a new casing mounted on an
existing, high speed, horizontal bearing rig
which has been described on a previous occasion
(l). The bearing configuration and lubrication
arrangements are shown by Figur, 1.
Oil is supplied under positive pressure
from an external source to an annulu.s around
the circumference of the retaining ring which
contains the equalising segments. Thence it
is directed on to the thrust collar through
orifices inserted in the retaining ring. In
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the l,ow loss bearing the diameter and number of
thes.e orifices a;-e used to meter the flow of
oil to the thrust surfaces. From a design
point Qf view it is easy to cater for any duty
simply by changing the si·ze and/or the number
. epresents
of holes. Overall si• z e· of bearing r
no limita tion since- the, number of holes.can be
incr
. ea sed to ensure adequate 'supply across the
fulL width of the thrust pad. In the bearing
used in the experi
- men- t s described in this paper
there were two or.ifices, e�ch 3 m.m.
in
diamet·er, between each pair of thrust pads.
T -he emergen·t jets of oil are directed. on to the
surface of the thrust co11· ,u:: and a proportion
of lubricant is dr aw n int4"t!ie hydrodynamic
films between the thrust pads and coll ar..
Lubr-icant is discharged from the bearing simply
by being allowed to fall, unrestricted, to
drain by wa¥ of the large ope ning in the ·1ower
half casing.
3.

OPERATING COND.I'.l'IONS

AXial load was applied to tile test ;i,e aring by a
serie·s of hydraulic pistons positioned behind
the ret a ining ring of a completely · sep arate
loading be
. a ring adjacent to the test module.
The effect of .pressurising the hyd-r aulic
cylinders in the lo adi ng bearing was
· to cre ate
an ax. ial force on the-shaft ·which was absorbed
by one of the faces of· the test be aring. The
main series. of exp
- erime'i1te .reportea in thi
· s
paper, were performed at specific loads of
2 MPa and 4 MPa.
T.he a.c. motor and thyristor drive -of the
experimental rig meant that,speed was
continuously variable- with maximum spa.ad being.
limited only by the power available. However,
si:nce the energy
savings mecha nisms ·are mos-t
effective at higher speeds exper,iment-s wEfrli
con ducted at three speeds, 5000 rev/min , 7S00
rev/min and 10-,000 rev/min, typical of high
speed equipment such as compressors, turbines
and ge arboxes. These- rot ational speeds are
equivale nt-to sliding velocities at the mean
pitch diameter of the thrust ring of 47.3 m/s,
70.9 ·m/s
a_n d 9·4.6 m/s respecti
' vely.
.
t .-

The lubrica nt used throughout the
experimen'ts was a standard ISO VG 32 turbine
°
oil supplied to the casing at a nomi nal 45 c.
In practice experiments took place with oil
0
°
supply temperatures between 44 C and 46.S c.
It is u11ual to base recommenqeq rate-a- for o il'
supply on the expected rise in te·mperature
between the 9uppl"y point and the drain point
from t.be bearing ca si ng. Va
. lues ofPlubricant
temperature increase up to about 17 C are
common. industrial pr actice. In the .current
exp',riments t:he pt i flow rate was reduced at
'
each operati •ng speed
and load from an initial
am()unt'to a rate.about l')alf th at originally
supplied with a consequeht increase in oil
drai n temperature. The reductions in oil flow
were carried out in stages and the exper.imental
results are reported below.
T.he oil flow reduction exp-eriinent.s were
c.arried out when the bea ring being examined was
fitted wi.th offset pivot pads. Piv
. et position
was o.6 of the d istance. between the leading and
trailing edges of each pad as shown by Figure
2. Subsequently the bearing was o_perated in
reverse for extended periods at the 2 MPa and

4 MPa loaclings, -with a reduced oil supply.
Following this the offset pivot pads were
replaced by centre pivot pads and the
e.xperiment repeated.

4.

INSTRUMENTATION

The temperatu.res of o·U supplied to and leaving
the bearing were monitored. by th�rmocoup ·l.,es at
inlet and drain ·resi;,ectively. Oil flow rate
was meaav.red 1,1sing a calibr ated, va-r,i_a.bl·e
orifice meter placed in the s·uppl,y li
These
- ne.
,
values enabled power
absorbed by the test
,
bearing · ·to be calculated by m',!l. tiplying flow
rate and temperature difference (T -. ) between
d l.ff
supply a.nd outlet witti. the specific neat· of the
oil concerned.
The most important and widely used
pa.rameter in. monitor.ing hydrodynamic thrus
- t
beari,ng safety is maximum thrust _pad
temper ature.. This temper ature ('l'
) was
a
measured by thermocouples embeddel¥ � m.m. b
· elow
the -whitemetai (babbitt) surface at the centr
· e
of the outboard trail i
. !ig quadr ant f·ormed
between the mean pitch, diameter a nd the p ad
pivot as show n by Figure 2 for the offs�t pivot
pad. This location is in agreement with �he
suggestions of other workers in this fileld · "'·
(7, 8) and its !JUi,tability has been discussed in
art earlier p aper (1} s- pecific ally concerned
with me a $urement·s of maximum temper ature in
tilt ing pad -thrust beari,ngs. All the loaded
pads were instrumented in the satne'way and.the
values given in the results are the ari'th
' metic
mean of the re.a.ding:li take_n from the eight _pado
on the loaded ·side of the be ar.ing,
In the experimental. work thermocouple
temper a tures were recorded continuously by pen_
plotter. The- time it took for values tb settle
after each ch ange'ot duty was about 15 mi nutes.
Thereafter · t ne gi ven con ditions were maintained
for about l½ hours to ensu.i;e that the. r�ad.ings
were properly stabilised
and not subtect ·to
.
·rong term variations.
5.
5.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Reduction of oU flow with 'offset pivot
pads

Figures 3 a nd 4 show maximum pad temper ature,
T
, and temperature dif.ference betwee n supply
x
awa drJ
- ir,i, T� .. ff ' p;Lotted against oil flow for
the test be ar!ng at the 2 MPa and 4 MPa
spec ific loadings_ respectively. In. each c,?-se
as the initial oil fl.ow is reduced. by up to
a bout half ·there is a gradu. al increase in both
!llaXUJIUlll p ad );emp11rature a
· nd in the temperature
rise of the oil between supply and drsairi.
Maximum p ad temper a
· ture remains well w:i;thin
-acceptable ap.d safe limits for,· whitemet a l
·thrust pad surface material. _ The, temperature
of the lubricant as it passe_1;1 t.t\rough the
beari ng incre�ses from �nitiai vaiues lying
0
0
beti.teen i-o c and 1a c to a maximv.m valu ·e,
recorded for the: 4 MP a -lo. ad at· 10000 rev/inin of
0
2a c. The b�ar,ing pe-rformed well throug�out
thes.e exper;i.ments. When it was strip�d down
subsequently there was no sign of·any distress
to any of . t he components and the thru_st pad
surface material appeare
, d . in good condition.
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The 2 MPa results of Fi_gure 3 are
repeated as btoken lines on Figure •4 so that
and
t.l)e effect of increasing load on T
can . b e seen. For a giveg spWi! gnd ¢il
T
diff
fiow rate T
increaeed by 20 c to 25 c for
the specifi�oad change f�om 2 MPa to 4 MPa.
inc·reases by a very mu.ch Bl!lalh1r amount
T .
d ff
in�absolute terms but one which is still
significant as a proportion of the 2 MPa value.
The change in T '
with load is reflected in
d ff
Figure 5 which sfiows power absorbed by the low
loss bearing against oil supply ra.te for both
specific loadings. Results are. plotted for the
three speeds at which experiments were carried
out. At each speed approximately 15 per cent
more energy is absorbed when the load is
doubled. At the lowest speed, 5000 r.p�m.,
there is little variation· in power loss ·with
change in oil flow. However as speea increases
the cfiarige in power loss pecomee more
significant. At 10000 r.p.m. the decrease in
power loss is approximately 15 per cent at both
2 MPa and 4 MPa loadi,ngs given a 40 per cent
reduction in oil flow.
. 5 •. 2

Reverse rotation with offset pivot pads

The major part of the experimental work
described in thie paper was carried out using
bearings with thrust pads which had offset
pivots. It is weli-known t,hat offset pivot
pads r· un significantly cooler ( l) than·
. same
e-quiv�ei'.lt��c· _entre pivot pads given t he
opetat.irig conditions. Becau1re of this
advan�age oi'fset pivot pads are a frequent
choice 'for michinery in which the duty
requirement'l:ialls for a single direction of
rotation. However sometimes such machinery may
be called upon to act
in reverse.. Example
.
situations may be at machine rundown under
pumped 1oad 6r under certain:. emergency
conditions. � In· thes. e· C'ircumstan·ces the reverse
running capacity of offset pivot :pad's is
important.
In order to es.tablish the reverse running
capability oJ the experimental bear
· ing, it wa .s
operated in reverse for the standard 2 MPa and
4 MPa ·1oads over the full range o ·f speeds using
one set of oil flows reduce(} by between 15 per
cent an.d 30 per cent comparE!"d with the starting
potnt of the experiments de11crj,bed above. T.he
be�rin9 performed sati'sfactorily in every way.
The results of t.he rever1;1e rotation experiments
are given by Tabl� 2 together with the results
of the equivalent series of forward :rotation
experiments.. It can be seen that ·the maximum
pad temperature for reverse rotation was some
°
20 c higher than that for forward rotation.
Nevertheless, the maximum pad temperature
remained witliin acceptable · bounds for such a·n
extreme situation. the temperature diffe.rence
between supply and drain did not increase with
reverse rotation and consequently the power·
absorbed by the !:>earing shows no significant
difference when operated in re,veree.
S.3

Comparison with centre pivot pads

The. advantage Of offset pivot pads in
comparison with centre point pads is borne out
by the final 'set of results·· given in Table 2.
The difference in the value of T
for the
x
offset pad in forward rotation a\!m the centre
0
piVsot E ad is about 10 for the 2 MPa loading
anc;! 20 C fo.r the higher 4 MPa load. These
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results compare well with those quoted in
reference (l) for the difference to be expected
between offset and centre pivoted pads.
Ex� ination of t�e values Of T
di:ff for.
the bear�ng when ritted with centre pivot pads
shows that ther·e is• almost: 'no difference
between the values recorded and those recorded
for the bearing when the offset pads were
fitted. Hence the energy absorbed is the same
notwith1;1tanding the much 'higher maximum pad
· t pad
temperature in the case of the centre pivo
bearing •.
It is interesting to compare·the centre
pivot pad reeults·with those of the qffse.t pad
in ·reverse rotation. · In each case as already
indicated there i.!) little or no di.fte:rence in
the •valu �s of
. There ii; a dif
· ference
�diff
however in maximum pad t.empera:t:ure. At the
lower, 2 MPa applied load the centre pivot pad
°
°
is 6 c to 12 c coo·le:r than the of •feet pad
operating in reverse. However when the 4 MPa
load is applied, there is remarkable simtlarity
between the results •
6.
6. l

DISCUSSION
Elffeet of oi.l f'low

Figure 5 shows the effect of decreasing oil
supply ra.te on energy co·nsumed by the· bearing.
In every case the redµction in oil supply leads ·
to decrease in power absorbed. At 5000 rev/min
there is little change when o. il supply is
reduced while at ioooo r· ev/mi
" n there. is a
significant decreaae in. energy' loss given a.
substantial reduction in oil supply.
l'hese results o,.f the experiments with
reduced oil flow demonstrate the t.olerance of
low l.oss bearings to a decrease in o·ii .supply.·
Maximum pad temperatures cer
. tai:nly increased
gradually with diminishing oil flow rate b4t
not to · unsafe levels. Temperature difference
between supply and drain -also increaJ!eci but
again not to a hazardous ext�nt. c�n.siderable •.,
experience with other similar bearings suggests·
that there., should: be no danger in operating for__
long periods with temperature 'differences up·to
°
°
30 c provided oil is _supplied. at 'about 45 c and
0
maximum p�d temperatures do not exceed l:s(l c.
Figure · 5 sho11i.s that as o i. l supply was reduced
power loi3s decreased. It is proposed that this
is an· indication that hydrodyn�ic lubrication
persisted throughout the .e>i:perimen
· ts. lf this
were not the case then there is lik
· ely to have
been an increase in power 1:o·es to a�company the
break up of the fluid film •. :'.!.'he. actµal minimum
oil supply level when this wou!d have occurred
as a pracursor to failure .ex.ists at some point
beyond the range of the present work, The
nature of £1uid film bea'ririge makes the
expe ·rimental or theoretical determinat,i1:m of
final limits of this sort very difficult. What
the e·xper'imen.tal woik has done, however, has
been to increase kn9w·ledge of the.-operation 'of
l.ow lose bearings beyond wh-ab are present day
normal bounaaries for industrial 'applications.
6.2

Effeet,.of pi:vot posi tion

The results given in Table 2 show that for the
experimental bearing and the operating
conditions chosen, there is little eignificant

variation in temperature difference . between supply and drain resulting from change in_ thrust pad pivot
position. In other words the energy absorbed by the bearing is the same
whether offset pivot pads a,re used, in forward or reverse . rotation-,·• or if centre pivot pads are used.
The offset -pivot pads, in forward rotation, offer values maximum pad temperature which are substantially
less than those of the centre pivot pads. The experiments carried out with the offset pivot pads in reverse
show that they oper�te satisfactorily to provide. acceptable values•
At the 4 MPa loading, the max results for the offset pivot pads in reverse are no worse than for the centre
pivot p<1ds. This suggests that for all applications in which there i • B a predominant dir•ection of
rotation t:here is every reason to select offset pivot pads and take advantage of the reduced T in comparison
with centre pivot pads.
Centre pivot pad bearings remain an appropriate design choice for applications in which there is an equal
requirement for rotation in both directions. It was interesting to note the effect of applied load on the
maximum temperatures of offset pivot pads operating in reverse in. c�mparison with centre pivot pads.
We summarise that the ·performance of offset pads in reverse is aided by their ability to bend under the
effects of load and temperature to, form the necessary convergent hydrodynamic film in the changed
d-irection of rotation. Evidently pad bending is related to the size of< the applied load In ·the case of the 4
MPA loading it seems that the defle. ction is such that the offset pad operating in reverse aots in a very
similar way to a conventional centre pivot pad bearing.,
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